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INTRODUCTION: SOUTH AFRICA NEEDS RADICAL ECONOMIC TRANFORMATION - BUT NOT BY ANC! 

1. South Africa has a Communist and corrupt government that demand Radical Economic Transformation. 

2. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance demand this RET - as part of their National Democratic Revolution plans. 

3. It wants the National Economic Forum Agenda 2030 – and has embraced their sustainable project plans. 

4. South Africa has an inept and gangster government that demand this for Blacks in general - and Africans. 

5. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance demanded Black Economic Empowerment - at that Codesa back in 1991. 

6. It wants the 4th Industrial Revolution of the United Nations for Africans in particular - and ignores others. 

7. South Africa has an ignorant and criminal Cabinet and pernicious parliament that has become irrelevant! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu regime wants this Radical Economic Transformation - at the expense of all other nations! 

1. South Africa has Junk Status: an Economic Recession: and 70% unemployment among the youth in 2022! 

2. More than 20 million people are on social welfare grants and a food security has been destroyed by this.  

3. Covid 19 and that Free Zuma Campaign in July of 2021 was the Tipping Point: for this ANC political party. 

4. South Africa has more than 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises – in financial distress! 

5. More than 70 million people are all under this Communist Hammer and they have created the situation. 

6. Covid 19 and that Free Zuma Campaign in July of 2021 was that Turning Point for this country of nations. 

7. South Africa has more than 550 squatter camps in Kwa Zulu-Natal alone and ANC opened up all borders! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu regime wants this Radical Economic Transformation – at the expense of all other People! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance wanted to rule and manage the affairs and removed the previous regime! 

2. They established a Congress of the People and bargained with 18 political parties to achieve this in 1991. 

3. They also established the 400 seat parliament and Cabinet of 28 and that Department of COGTA in 1994.  

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance wanted a Democracy to create a One-Party State and multi-party model! 

5. They established a National Peace Commission: to gain the support of South African Council of Churches. 

6. They also established all 9 provinces and 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises in 1994. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance wanted to remove the previous regime - and created that lawful process! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu regime wants all this Radical Economic Transformation – at the expense of all taxpayers! 

1. South Africa has had more than 28 years of Babylonian Democracy and crime against humanity in these. 

2. It has had enough of this lawlessness: politics of hate: violence and that total abuse of entrusted power. 

3. It has had more than enough of the promises: and the failure to contain the corruption - and the crimes. 

4. South Africa has had more than 28 years of Barbarian Democracy and the tribalism: and political unrest! 

5. It has had enough of the nepotism: cronyism and cadre deployment and also that pernicious parliament. 

6. It has had enough of this crime: grime and inner-city decay: that persecution - and intolerance to others. 

7. South Africa has had more than 28 years of African Democracy and perpetual war and the Communism! 
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SOUTH AFRICA: BACKGROUND TO 1991 CODESA: THE ANC DEMANDED DEMOCRACY: AFRICAN DEMOCRACY! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance demanded that African Democracy in 1991 - and the Multi-party model! 

2. It was supported by that United Nations: Organisation of African Unity - and even that European Union. 

3. It was also funded by the Department of Justice that established a National Peace Commission - in 1991.  

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance demanded interim government and that Black Economic Empowerment! 

5. It was supported by the South African Council of Churches and that World Council of Churches – in 1991. 

6. It was also funded by Great Britian and Denmark and it was an Ultimatum – and that Democratic model. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance demanded that the previous National Party relent to African Democracy! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance claimed it was The Church of the Poor: and that Voice of the Masses: and People! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored the Ten Biblical Principles for Peace and Freedom at the Codesa! 

2. It established the Moral Regeneration Movement in 1996 and also produced the Nine Positive Principles. 

3. It claimed to serve the People: and produced Ten Batho Pele – People First – Service Delivery Principles. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored principles and in 1996 produced The Constitution for the people! 

5. It established The Bill of Rights and The Freedom Charter in 1955 - and have ignored that Will of People. 

6. It claimed to serve and protect the people with their SAPS: SADF and Metro Police: in 275 municipalities. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored The Will of the People for 28 years: and it is a time for a Codesa! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance claimed it would not fear all criticism in 1994 - and would not wilt under scrutiny! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored all people for 28 years and converted a country to a corporation! 

2. It did not consult with The People and took instructions from United Nations - a World Economic Forum. 

3. It did not consult with Business Chambers: captains of industry: or those mindleaders in commerce at all. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored all the poor for 28 years and destroyed an economy in July 2021! 

5. It did not consult with The People and took instructions from World Health Organisation - and Bill Gates. 

6. It did not consult with the medical professionals and healthcare specialists: before closing that economy. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu allianceapable ignored all the capable and ethical leaders who built the economy! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance claimed it was The Congress of the People in 1991 – and would serve the People! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored The Constitution: Bill of Rights - and a U.N Declaration of Rights! 

2. The United Nations produced that Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 - but this was ignored. 

3. The 14 SADC Countries also produced SADC Protocoal against Corruption in 2001 – but this was ignored. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored The Global Business Confidence Index - and the global warnings. 

5. The 3 rating agencies of Moodys: Fitch and Standard & Poors were ignored and so were those warnings. 

6. The International Institute for Economics and Peace produced a report that was damning - and ignored.  

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance ignored the cries of the poor and The Church warnings were all ignored! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance claimed it was The Voice of the People in 1991 – and would also free the People! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance are accountable to the People - in terms of all their Batho Pele Principles! 

2. It is accountable for their acts: omissions and actions - and the United States of America provides model. 

3. It has provided us the perfect model in 1776 – and Great Britain provided another Bill of Rights in 1688. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance are accountable to these People - in terms of these international models! 

5. It is The Congress of the People that appoints Government and there are clear Amendments to abide by. 

6. It is the Militia that protects the people from tyrannical control: and the Supreme Court provides justice. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance are accountable to the People – in the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice! 

The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance claimed it was The Voice of Freedom in 1991 – and also a Congress of the People! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance has misplaced that power: and has lost all the ability and moral authority. 

2. It no longer has jurisdiction: and it has ignored the people: and it does not even recognise Almighty God. 

3. It has destroyed the economy: food security and social cohesion: and it wants radical economic reforms! 
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SOUTH AFRICA: PRESENT SITUATION: SAVING THE SOUL OF THE NATION: WE NEED A BIBLICAL DEMOCRACY! 

1. South Africa has a humanitarian and economic crisis - and it has a leadership and a management crisis! 

2. It has a pernicious and irrelevant parliament and a corrupt cabinet that has destroyed the food security. 

3. It also has a former president that converted a Republic of South Africa to a mere corporation - in 1998.  

4. South Africa has a former terrorist movement that has taken power by deception: and betrayal of trust! 

5. It has betrayed entrusted power and enriched themselves in 28 years - and stolen: or wasted R3 trillion. 

6. It also stole and it wasted more than R3 trillion in only ten years and this unjust enrichment has existed. 

7. South Africa has a Communist government in power that has compromised and it controlled the justice! 

The Church and 80% Christian majority has ignored the Ten Biblical Principles for peace and freedom in 28 years! 

1. South Africa has a Communist government that declared war and military lockdowns with that Covid 19! 

2. It has destroyed the economy: used house arrests and even orchestrated the 2021 Free Zuma Campaign. 

3. It has also used a Kill the Boer Campaign and their land reforms to destroy the food security: since 2008. 

4. South Africa has a Godless government that declared war: and closed down Christian homeless shelters! 

5. It has destroyed the justice system: controlled the courts and compromised the judiciary: with its cadres. 

6. It has also used a Free Zuma Campaign and their Zulu supporters to destroy the businesses: in July 2021. 

7. South Africa has a Marxist government that declared war - and it used Radical Economic Empowerment! 

The Church and 80% Christian majority has ignored all Ten Biblical Principles for separation of power in 28 years! 

1. South Africa has a gangster government that wants perpetual war: civil and labour unrest - and violence! 

2. It has been under a Communist Hammer and despotic rule - and this has been a Babylonian Democracy. 

3. It has also been under the control of leaders that want to regulate: control - or even destroy The Church. 

4. It has been under a Communist Shadow Government that was all established in Luthuli House - in 1994! 

5. It has also been under the control of leaders that want to regulate: control or even destroy all education. 

6. It has been under a Communist Manifesto and Marxist Laws – and this has been Barbarian Democracy. 

7. South Africa has a criminal government that wants perpetual war and a National Democratic Revolution! 

The Church and 80% Christian majority has ignored Ten Biblical Principles for independent judiciary - in 28 years! 

1. South Africa has a Communist government that has amputated the Soul of the Nation - since April 1994! 

2. It has been under the control of Xenophobic Nationalism that began in 2008 and it increased after 2015. 

3. It also continued under the President Jacob Zuma and the Zulu Nation was used: to support the violence. 

4. South Africa has a Communist government that has destroyed the Soul of the Nation since Jacob Zuma! 

5. It has been under a control of Radical Economic Transformation that began in 2008 - and still continues. 

6. It also continued under a President Cyril Ramaphosa and the Zulu Monarch was used: to support unrest.  

7. South Africa has a Communist government that has destroyed the Soul of the Nation: since Ramaphosa! 

The Church and 80% Christian majority has ignored Ten Biblical Principles for a Free Market System - in 28 years! 

1. South Africa has this Communist Shadow Government: that wants Expropriation without Compensation! 

2. It has declared war on all the farmers: the food security and the entire economy and it created the crisis. 

3. It has killed the farmers and introduced land reforms and then blamed the previous government for this. 

4. South Africa has this Communist Shadow Government - that wants to blame all White Monopoly Capital. 

5. It has declared war on all Whites: the previous government - and used Radical Economic Transformation. 

6. It has used Xenophobic Nationalism and the RET Agenda to drive the racial conflict that creates violence. 

7. South Africa has this Communist Shadow Government that wants to hang onto power at all cost in 2022! 

The Church and 80% Christian majority has ignored Ten Biblical Principles for Property Ownership – in 28 years! 

1. South Africa has more than 75 865 churches but there is starving in this land of plenty – since the ANC! 

2. It is the silence and apathy or ignorance to the cause of this crisis – and an absence of unity and leaders. 

3. The Church can no longer remain indifferent or tolerant to this declaration of war on Biblical Principles! 
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SOUTH AFRICA: THE SOLUTION TO RADICAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION: REMOVE COMMUNIST THREAT! 

1. South Africa needs Radical Economic Transformation – but not that one the ANC wants for all Africans! 

2. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu RET faction want to use this - to divert all popular anger away from their failures. 

3. It has established these groups to hang onto power: and the people have not understood these reasons. 

4. South Africa needs Radical Economic Transformation – but not the one an ANC want for only the Blacks! 

5. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu RET faction want to use this – to divert a popular anger away from all  corruption. 

6. It has established this Zuma-led programme who created these groups and even their militia since 2008! 

7. South Africa needs Radical Economic Transformation – but not one the ANC wants to destroy economy!  

South Africa needs to oppose this but not with politicians and capable and ethical leadership is required in 2022! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance has positioned White Monopoly Capital as the cause of their own failure! 

2. It has realised that the people have become aware of their corruption: failed service delivery and crimes. 

3. The distance between the peoples expectations and how government is performing has grown - in 2022. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance has positioned all previous government as the cause of their own failure! 

5. The distance between the peoples expecations: and how government is destroying has grown – in 2022. 

6. It has realised that the people have become aware of the Zondo Commission Report: and lack of justice! 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance has positioned all Whites and minority groups as the cause of the failure! 

South Africa needs to oppose this but not with pastors or preachers and a wise leadership is required - in 2022!  

1. South Africa and the 80% Christian majority must take the lead in opposing all these RET faction groups! 

2. The ANC presidents created all the crisis we have in this country - and they established their own militia. 

3. They created this natural man-made war – and this is also Spiritual and they involved church leadership. 

4. South Africa and the 80% Christian majority must take back authority - and reclaim surrendered ground! 

5. The ANC parliament created this situation and funded this ANC and SACP Youth League military training. 

6. They created this radical economic transformation narrative - and the populist movements to achieve it. 

7. South Africa and the 80% Christian majority must take the battle to the enemy: that declared war on us! 

South Africa needs to oppose this but not with violence and 10 Biblical Principles for Peace is required – in 2022! 

1. The ANC created this Xenophobic Nationalism and established these RET faction groups with the Zumas. 

2. The Free Zuma Campaign was well organised and drove a racial conflict that led to killings - and violence. 

3. The ANC alliance achieved it with a multi-level strategy and the Follow the Trains model to mobilise this. 

4. The ANC created populist movements and taxis and trucks are shock troopers at those grass roots levels. 

5. The Free Zuma Campaign was well supported and the ANC alliance also formed all the RET proxy groups. 

6. The ANC alliance encourage it with failing to manage borders and also established those squatter camps. 

7. The ANC created these terrorist movements and they used that Zulu Nation and traditional leaderships!  

South Africa needs to oppose it but not with violence and 10 Batho Pele – People First – Principles are required! 

1. The ANC RET faction groups include the Patriotic Alliance: Sisonke Peoples Forum: and the ACTION SA! 

2. They include Julius Malema and the EFF: the ATM – or African Transformation Movement as a faction. 

3. The MKVA – or uMkhonto we Sizwe Military Veterans Association: Operation Dudula - and the others. 

4. The ANC RET faction groups include All Truck Drivers Forum and the SA FIRST Party: and all the Media. 

5. They include the complicit and that uncritical news media that are influenced - and controlled by ANC. 

6. The Department of Justice developed a National Action Plan after 2015 but has yet to implement this. 

7. The ANC RET faction groups include those in the parliament and cabinet that have yet to oppose this! 

South Africa needs to oppose it but not with violence and 13 Principles of The Art of War are required in 2022! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance are a Marxist Terrorist Movement: that has declared war on the People! 

2. It clearly wants a perpetual war: ongoing violence: and central to it is Radical Economic Transformation. 

3. It also clearly wants a destroyed economy: no food security: and control: or destruction of The Church! 
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SOUTH AFRICA: THE FINAL PROTOCOL: THE CONGRESS OF THE PEOPLE: AND THAT NEW CODESA: IN 2022! 

1. The Final Protocol in Greek means The First Page or a final ammendment - or addition to a new Treaty. 

2. It also means an agreement or an addition to an original draft of a diplomatic document in convention. 

3. It actually means that end of the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance at a new convention of The People in 2022.  

4. The Final Protocol in English means The First Page to an original draft and the new set of rules to follow. 

5. It also means that the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established the first diplomatic process - at conference. 

6. It actually means that beginning of the end for the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance by all The People - in 2022.  

7. The Final Protocol in English means The First Page of a final Agreement or a Sentiment of all the People! 

The Congress of the People was established to unite the nations - and in solidarity agree that Enough is Enough! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established the Congress of the People in 1955 and removed that regime. 

2. It established a lawful and internationally acceptable process to introduce the new model of Democracy. 

3. It even established a National Peace Commission in 1991 and demanded that conference - for a CODESA. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established the new Set of Rules by which the previous regime would act. 

5. It established the demands and even demanded the old government funded this entire CODESA process. 

6. It even established a National Refendum in 1992: and demanded all White minority agree to Democracy. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established a new Interim Government with 18 political parties - in 1991. 

The Congress of the People was established to unite the nations – and in solidarity agree that Enough is Enough!  

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established the Babylonian model of Democracy in 1991 and it has failed! 

2. It was a Communist Liberation Movement and used terrorism: intimidation: and threats to achieve aims. 

3. It used violence: boycotts: strikes: international sanctions and a Cosatu group of unions to create unrest.  

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established that Barbarian model of Democracy in 1991 and it has failed! 

5. It was a Communist Liberation Revolution and used propaganda: promises of Freedom - and Batho Pele. 

6. It used National Democratic Revolution: Radical Economic Transformation and Xenophobic Nationalism. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance established that African and Blacks ONLY model of Democracy at Codesa! 

The Congress of the People was established to unite the nations – and in solidarity agree that Enough is Enough!  

1. The Final Protocol means that all the People of South Africa have had enough of this African Democracy! 

2. The Tipping Point was the Covid 19 military lockdowns and also that Free Zuma Campaign - in July 2021. 

3. The Turning Point was that final State Capture or Zondo Commission Report on corruption - in July 2022.  

4. The Final Protocol means that all the People of South Africa have had enough - of this Tribal Democracy! 

5. The Breaking Point was that final Agreement with the World Economic Forum to embrace Agenda 2030. 

6. The Turning Point was that realisation that this Xenophobic Nationalism was produced by ANC - in 2022. 

7. The Final Protocol means that all the People of South Africa have had enough – of this SACP Democracy! 

The Congress of the People was established to unite the nations – and in solidarity agree that Enough is Enough! 

1. The Final Protocol means a system of rules that explain correct conduct - and procedures to be followed!  

2. It means that it is no longer acceptable to declare war on the people: the economy: and all food security. 

3. It also means that corruption: communism: cadre deployment: nepotism and cronyism - is unacceptable. 

4. The Final Protocol means an Ultimatum by a Congress of the People - demands 10 Batho Pele Principles. 

5. It also means an Ultimatum by a Congress of the People – demands the 10 Biblical Principles - for peace. 

6. It also means that a Babylonian and Barbarian and African Democracy and Tribalism - are not acceptable. 

7. The Final Protocol in Zulu is Iphrothokholi and means a Congress of the People demand that Batho Pele! 

The Congress of the People was established to unite the nations – and in solidarity agree that Enough is Enough! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance declared war on the People: the economy: and food security - at Codesa! 

2. It declared Denocide – Death by Government Decree - with Covid 19 and also those mandatory vaccines. 

3. It also declared Genocide – Death by a Government Design – with 28 years of that planned TERRORISM!  
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SOUTH AFRICA: DENOCIDE: THOSE TEN STAGES OF GENOCIDE: AND THIS 1991 ANC MODEL OF DEMOCRACY! 

1. South Africa can no longer deny or ignore this present threat and imminent danger of ANC Democracy! 

2. This was not an accident: or ignorance on that part of the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and a parliament. 

3. This was planned Denocide: and those Ten Stages of Genocide have been planned - since 1991 Codesa. 

4. South Africa can no longer dispute: or oppose this present threat - of radical economic transformation! 

5. This was not an incident: or unrelated actions on the part of an ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance or a cabinet. 

6. This was planned Genocide: and those 4 puppet presdents have planned all this – since a 1991 Codesa. 

7. South Africa can no longer remain in a coma of denial or ignorance to this threat - of SACP Democracy! 

The Ten Stages of Genocide are acts of terrorism: and treason and this is what the ANC alliance planned in 1991! 

1. Classification – The People are divided into Black and White – and US and THEM - by Affirmative Action. 

2. The Symbolisation – People are forced to identify themselves – as a Black: White: Brown and Coloureds. 

3. That Discrimination – The People begin to face a systematic attack - and includes all those land reforms. 

4. The Dehumanisation – People are equated with animals: vermin: diseases and the threat to democracy. 

5. The State Organisation – The People are controlled by specific groups - that are funded by the regimes. 

6. That all clear Polarisation – People are excluded by State propaganda and militia that target this group. 

7. That all so clear Preparation – The People are removed or relocated by that government - and officials. 

8. The beginning of Persecution – People are murdered - properties is expropriated - and churches closed. 

9. The final stages of Extermination – The People are eliminated but they are not considered to be human. 

10. The State and Government Denial – People are ignored by the State who deny any crime is committed! 

The Ten Batho Pele – People First - Principles promised by that ANC alliance - and their parliament and cabinet! 

1. Consultation – ANC promised: “You can tell us what you want from us”.  

2. Access to Service – ANC promised: “One and all have access to public servants”.  

3. The Service Standards – ANC promised: “Insist that all of our promises are all kept”. 

4. The Courtesy Promises – ANC promised: “Don’t accept insensitive treatment from us”. 

5. The Information Promises – ANC promised: “You are also entitled to the full particulars”. 

6. Openness and Transparency – ANC promised: “Administration is also an open book for all”.- 

7. The Redress Promises to People – ANC promised: “Your complaints must spark positive action”. 

8. The real Value for Money Promises – ANC promised: “Your money will also be employed wisely”. 

9. A Leadership and Strategic Direction – ANC promised: “Good leaders will create those right plans”. 

10. The Service Delivery Impact Planning – ANC promised: “The 10 Batho Pele – People First – Principles”.   

The Ten Batho Pele – People First – Principles promised by ANC Alliance include: We Belong - Care - and Serve!  

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance no longer belong in position of public trust - and neither do parliament! 

2. The 10 Batho Pele – People First – Principles have also been replaced - with The 10 Stages of Genocide!  

3. The Covid 19 was that declaration of war: and that Free Zuma Campaign destroyed the entire economy. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance no longer care what The People think or do - and are above Rule of Law! 

5. The 10 Batho Pele – People First – Principles have also been replaced – with The 10 Stages of Denocide! 

6. The Kill the Boer Campaign was that declaration of war on farmers and all food security by these Zumas. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance no longer serve The People and there is a leadership crisis - in June 2022! 

The Ten Batho Pele – People First – Principles promised by that ANC alliance includes - We Serve all The People! 

1. South Africa clearly has leadership and management crisis and ANC has lost all moral authority in 2022! 

2. It has declared a war on The Constitution: The Democracy: the economy: the people: and even the poor! 

3. It has created a perpetual war and even a militia: and promote the politics of hate - and this DENOCIDE! 

4. South Africa clearly has a Spiritual and Natural - or man-made war – and this ANC alliance declared that! 

5. It has declared a war on the farmers: White-owned businesses: family values and also Biblical Principles. 

6. It has created Radical Economic Transformation and xenophobic nationalism: to achieve their objectives! 
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SOUTH AFRICA: SAVING THE SOUL OF THIS NATION: SAVING THE ECONOMY: AND SAVING THIS COUNTRY! 

1. South Africa clearly has a great need to restore the Republic of South Africa - and also that Democracy! 

2. There are clear signs and warnings that something needs to be done about this Babylonian Democracy. 

3. There are also clear threats and dangers facing this country and we really need that Biblical Democracy. 

4. South Africa clearly has a great need to restore those Biblical Principles and Godly Values - for Freedom! 

5. There are clear signs that The Freedom Charter and The Preamble of The Constitution has been ignored. 

6. There are also clear threats and dangers facing this country if we remain silent - and irrelevant to these! 

7. South Africa clearly has a great need to restore the Justice System and put an end to perpetual violence! 

South Africa needs to establish The Congress of The People - and learn from this Babylonian Democracy model! 

1. South Africa clearly has a leadership and management crisis and needs to learn from a barbarian model! 

2. It was the United States of America that ensured Biblical Principles were utilised in all 13 States: in 1776. 

3. It provided the Amendments that The Congress of The People then implemented that Will of the People. 

4. South Africa clearly has a Communist: corrupt and tyrannical government and also the entire parliament. 

5. It was the Americans that established the militia: and a citizens army - to protect and defend the people. 

6. It was the United States of America that ensured a Supreme Court maintained law and order and justice. 

7. South Africa clearly has a compromised: controlled and corrupt justice system: that does not protect us! 

South Africa needs to establish The SADC Court for The People – and Natural Justice – and replace ANC model!   

1. South Africa clearly has the need to establish a Congress for the People and Biblical Democracy model! 

2. There are only Ten Biblical Principles for Peace and Freedom - and needs to be implemented - in 2022.  

3. They include The Constitution – a Covenant – that is all based on that Revealed Word of Almighty God. 

4. South Africa clearly has a need to establish a Government that has separation of powers and Judiciary. 

5. There are only Ten Batho Pele-People First – Principles and all these need to be implemented in 2022.  

6. They include holding this ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and parliament accountable for their act of WAR! 

7. South Africa clearly has a need to establish a Government that cares: belongs - and serves the People! 

South Africa needs to establish The Congress of The People – and declare the War on Corruption and Genocide! 

1. South Africa has a Communist government that established it’s own militia and declared war in 2020! 

2. One of the Biblical Principles is to establish a citizens army – a militia – to protect and defend a nation. 

3. The National Peace Commission has already established the Council of 28 and Congress of the People. 

4. South Africa has a Corrupt and gangster government and established the RET faction groups in 2008! 

5. One of the Biblical Principles is to decentralise and to hold the government accountable for their acts. 

6. The Congress of the People has already plans to established that Council of 28 - in 275 municipalities! 

7. South Africa has an inept and cadre deployed government that promised the Batho Pele Service to all. 

South Africa needs to establish The Congress of The People – and declare that War on that Cadre Deployment!  

1. South Africa has a rogue government that believes it is above the law - and has controlled their courts! 

2. The only way to Save the Soul of the Nation is to oppose the Godless rulers - and restore that JUSTICE! 

3. The only way to Save the Soul of the Nation is to be guided - by The Ten Biblical Principles for freedom. 

4. South Africa has a despotic government that believes it can declare war - and control entire economy! 

5. The only way to Save the Economy is to remove all that threat – and establish that ‘corrective’ JUSTICE! 

6. The only way to Save the Economy is to understand the threat – and prosecute the people who did this. 

7. South Africa has a criminal and gangster government that is Godless and doesn’t want peace in our land. 

South Africa needs to establish The Congress of The People – and declare that War on all these Godless Rulers! 

1. South Africa only needs a Biblical Blueprint that utilises all Ten Biblical Principles for Peace and Freedom. 

2. It only needs the Leadership that understands the threat: and The 13 Principles of The Art of War in this. 

3. It only needs The Congress of The People that utilises the CODESA: and Ten Batho Pele Principles in this! 
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THE SUMMARY: THE FINAL PROTOCOL: CODESA 2022: RADICAL ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION: IT’S TIME! 

1. South Africa desperately needs leadership who know how to interpret the signs of the times in 2022! 

2. These are people that understand Satan’s Devices and are all prepared to oppose these – James 4:7. 

3. Leadership is needed that are also not ignorant of the enemy or The Art of War – 2 Corinthians 2:11. 

4. South Africa desperately needs a Congress of those People who will oppose that enemy – Daniel 5:27. 

5. Leadership is needed to understand The Word: Will: Decrees and Commands of God – Matthew 6:33. 

6. These are people that are not misled by the plans of the enemy and expose the evil – Ephesians 5:11. 

7. South Africa desperately needs a Congress of the People who appoint capable rulers – Exodus 18:21. 

South Africa is a Covenant Christian majority country and these are the commands to The Church in this time! 

1. South Africa does not have any other solution to all this Babylonian Democracy and it has destroyed! 

2. The people of any faith or belief must realise that something needs to be done about this Genocide! 

3. The captains of Industry and mindleaders in commerce have all been affected by all this lawlessness. 

4. South Africa has more than 550 squatter camps in KZN alone and more than 900 in Gauteng in 2022! 

5. The people of any faith or belief or race must realise something must be done about this Corruption! 

6. The business chambers and business community have also been affected by that crime - and violence. 

7. South Africa has had more than enough of all this Radical Economic Transformation – and a tribalism!  

South Africa is a Lawless: violent and hostile country and these are the warnings to Business Chambers in 2022!  

1. South Africa needs leadership that understands what has happened at CODESA in 1991: and the results! 

2. The people who know the history understand that terrible decisions were made by The Church in 1991. 

3. The politicians in 18 political parties established the parliament: and the church leaders supported that. 

4. South Africa needs leadership that understands what has happened since CODESA and the destruction! 

5. The people who are concerned about future understand there is only one option for The Church in 2022. 

6. The politicians in 18 political parties established a pernicious parliament - and also that corrupt cabinet! 

7. South Africa needs leadership that understands what must actually happen at a future CODESA in 2022! 

South Africa is a Communist-led country and the consequences are being seen: and it is a warning to all in 2022!  

1. South Africa needs leadership that knows we have a Spiritual and Natural or man-made war - by a SACP! 

2. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance created a humanitarian and economic crisis and it is a declaration of war. 

3. It began at Codesa in 1991 and we have a Museum of Truth and a Library of Evidence to prove this fact. 

4. South Africa needs leadership that knows we have no other option - but to remove all this ANC alliance! 

5. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance created a legal and political war and it must all be resolved in the Justice! 

6. It began at Codesa in 1991 and we have a History of research - to prove this undeniable truth about this. 

7. South Africa needs leadership that knows we have no other choice but to oppose this Communist threat. 

South Africa is a Marxist-led country and the results of all this have been seen: and it is a warning to all in 2022! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and their parliament and cabinet represent only 400 seats and is corrupt. 

2. There are 9 provinces and 275 municipalities with 44 of these in Kwa Zulu-Natal - and in the 11 districts. 

3. It is the Zulu Monarch and House of 300 traditional leaders that have kept the ANC in power: in all KZN. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and Department of Cogta have used the 10.6 million Zulus to support it! 

5. It is the Zulu Monarch and House of 2 700 Izindunas that have been funded to maintain all that support. 

6. There are 9 provinces and 701 State-managed enterprises that have been plundered by an ANC alliance. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance has no moral absolutes: no moral compass and no remorse or any regret! 

South Africa is a failed African State and the results of all this have been seen - and it is a warning to all in 2022! 

1. The National Peace Commission has created the Special Purpose Vehicle – SPV – to bring that freedom! 

2. It has understood the threats: dangers and strengths: waeknesses and opportunites to bring that peace. 

3. Most importantly, we understand what Almighty God wants to Save the Soul of this Nation – at Codesa! 
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CONCLUSION: THE FINAL PROTOCOL: CODESA 2022: ESTABLISHING THAT NEW CONGRESS OF THE PEOPLE! 

1. South Africa has leadership with the courage and righteous indignation - to bring about this change! 

2. It has capable and ethical people that have all had enough of the corruption: and cadre deployment. 

3. It has experienced and qualified people that are tired of the Communist control - and this Covid 19! 

4. South Africa has leadership with the life skills and righteous anger – to fill those seats in parliament. 

5. It has people in the 275 municipalities that were prepared to protect - in that Free Zuma Campaign! 

6. It also has people in the 9 provinces that have also been forced to defend in Kill the Boer Campaign! 

7. South Africa has leadership with the right mental attitude to join us all in the New Codesa Campaign. 

The New Codesa Campaign is the only solution to this threat and Babylonian Democracy we see in our land! 

1. South Africa has this Radical Economic Transformation faction and driven by the ANC and the Zumas! 

2. It has created this xenophobic nationalism and the SAPS and SADF have no interest in preventing this. 

3. The Zulu Monarch and House of Traditional Leadership has done nothing to stop the violence in KZN. 

4. South Africa has this RET and xenophobic nationalism that has diverted that popular anger - in 2022! 

5. It has been created by the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and driven by the Zuma family: and the cadres. 

6. The Zulu Monarch and House of Traditional Leadership has been funded by those nations of this land.  

7. South Africa has this RET and Xenophobic Nationalism that the Department of Justice has all ignored! 

The New Codesa Campaign is that only solution to this threat and Barbarian Democracy we see - in our land! 

1. South Africa has this Department of Justice that has failed to protect: defend and prosecute the crime! 

2. It has a Department of Public Prosecution and even that National Prosecuting Authority that has failed. 

3. It has an Auditor General and even a Special Investigations Unit and even a Human Rights Commission. 

4. South Africa has this Department of Cogta that only wants BLACK Africans in general - and those Zulus! 

5. It has a Public Protector and a Cabinet of 28 ministers but there is no political will to end that violence.  

6. It has a SAPS: and SADF and even Municipal Metro Police: but were not seen in Free Zuma Campaign! 

7. South Africa has this Ten Batho Pele – People First – Service Delivery promises and that must be used! 

The New Codesa Campaign is that only solution to a threat of a Radical Economic Transformation in our land! 

1. South Africa only has one option to put an end to this Genocide and Denocide and that is remove this! 

2. The country deserves better and it is not going to improve with the current threats - and this violence.  

3. The National Peace Commission has the SADC Protocol against Corruption - for that Peoples Tribunal! 

4. South Africa only has one opportunity to put an end to this Corruption and all that cadre deployment! 

5. The next generation deserves better and it is not going to improve without the Peoples Court in 2022. 

6. The National Peace Commission has the Batho Pele – People First – Peace Accord to restore JUSTICE!  

7. South Africa only has one duty: responsibility and moral imperative and it is remove that parliament! 

The New Codesa Campaign is that only solution to remove the threat of Xenophobic Nationalism in our land! 

1. South Africa does not have any other option but to replace this pernicious parliament of 400 people! 

2. It doesn’t have any other choice but to establish the new Congress of People - and have the CODESA. 

3. It certainly doesn’t have time to waste in establishing the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice in 2022! 

4. South Africa does not have any other option but to unite the nations - in that New Codesa Campaign. 

5. It doesn’t have any other choice but to establish the Council of 28 in the 275 municipalities in 2021! 

6. It certainly doesn’t have time to waste in holding public servants accountable: for all that corruption. 

7. South Africa does not have any other option but to demand all support from Department of Justice! 

The New Codesa Campaign is the only solution to Peace and Freedom with a Biblical Democracy in our land! 

1. South Africa needs leadership with vision: courage: tenacity and The 10 Biblical Principles for Peace. 

2. It needs a Congress of the People that desperately want that Peace and Freedom - and will do this. 

3. It needs a SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice – and it needs The 10 Batho Pele Principles for JUSTICE! 
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THE NATIONAL ACTION PLAN – CAPS 2023 – COMMUNITY ASSET PROTECTION SERVICES – THE 1781 SAKK! 

1. The History of the South African Cape Corps – SAKK – has its foundation in 1781 Dutch Administration. 

2. Two Battalions were established in that First World War – 1914-1918 – and it was disbanded - in 1919. 

3. They were re-established during a Second World War – 1939 – 1945 – and were all disbanded – in 1946. 

4. The History of the South African Cape Corps – SAKK – also has its foundation in that White minority rule. 

5. Two Battalions were established in the period of 1975-1976 – and were all established for maintenance. 

6. They were re-established during that period of relative unrest – 1985-1992 – prior to a CODESA in 1993.  

7. The History of the South African Cape Corps – SAKK – also has its foundation in an area of peacekeeping. 

The Role of the SAKK is clear in this period of violence and lawlessness - and it will be utilised to restore PEACE! 

1. The ANC-led government has failed to maintain or restore law and order - and failed to protect in 2021!  

2. The Free Zuma Campaign saw more than 350 people killed during 8 Days of Killing - and that destruction. 

3. More than R70 billion was seen in losses and damages to all businesses and property without protection. 

4. The ANC-led government has failed to protect and defend and did not mobilise those SAPS or that SADF. 

5. More than 2 million people lost their employment - and many more lost personal belongings in storages. 

6. The Free Zuma Campaign saw the organised crime by political parties - and no one has been prosecuted. 

7. The ANC-led government has failed to prosecute those who committed anarchy and terrorism in 2021! 

The Role of the SAKK is clear in this period of anarchy and terrorism and will be utilised to provide PROTECTION! 

1. South Africa needs Biblical Democracy and peace and freedom from violence and lawlessness - in 2023! 

2. There are only Ten Biblical Principles to restore peace and there is a real need for separation of powers. 

3. There is a desperate need for decentralisation and an independent Executive: Legislation - and Judiciary. 

4. South Africa has Babylonian Democracy and the Justice System is corrupt: compromised and controlled! 

5. There is a desperate need for an Executive Officer that also protects and defends and serves the people. 

6. There is a need for a free market economy and the parent-controlled education - and not only State Aid. 

7. South Africa needs a citizen’s army or a militia that provides community protection and defence in 2023! 

The Role of the SAKK is clear in this period of lawlessness and violence - and it will be utilised to provide JUSTICE! 

1. The Free Zuma Campaign was the Tipping Point and was the Dawn of Terror led by a political leadership! 

2. This was the Dawn of the Age of Liberal Terror and anarchy and terror are those trademarks of the SACP. 

3. Anarchy and tyranny are promoted and encouraged by political parties in Kwa Zulu-Natal and must end. 

4. The Free Zuma Campaign was the Turning Point in this Age of Liberal Terror led by all radical leadership! 

5. Anarchy and tyranny are the opposite sides of the same coin and we have seen this in the past 29 years. 

6. There is no respect for life or property or human rights and this country deserves better - than this ANC. 

7. The Free Zuma Campaign terrorism was the Breaking Point and the war on Global Terrorism has begun! 

The Role of the SAKK is clear in this period of anarchy and terrorism – and will be utilised to end all TERRORISM! 

1. South Africa needs peacekeepers and a justice system that prosecutes the criminals and that corruption! 

2. More than 400 000 innocent citizens were arrested during those Covid 19 military lockdowns since 2020. 

3. The house arrests and closure of the entire economy was a declaration of war on the people in Covid 19. 

4. South Africa needs peacemakers - and a National Peace Commission was established - in March of 2019. 

5. More than 4 500 farm attacks have taken place since the Kill the Boer Campaign was started by the ANC. 

6. The destruction of the economy was a declaration of war on food security - and many people have died. 

7. South Africa needs the National Peace Commission and a new Congress of the People - and that Codesa! 

The Role of the SAKK is clear in this period of political instability – and it will be utilised to provide that CODESA! 

1. The ANC political party had created military training camps for the ANC and SACP youth league in 2012! 

2. The EFF political party created that militant terrorist movement that encourages and promotes anarchy. 

3. The IFP political party created traditional leadership that has created a battlefield and warzone in KZN! 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMICS AND PEACE – THE WAR ON GLOBAL TERRORISM – BEGINS IN MARCH 2023! 

1. The Institute for Economics and Peace has planned a Global Conference - on the 14th of March in 2023. 

2. It is planned for Melbourne Australia and interest groups have been invited to attend - and participate. 

3. Global Terrorism is the main focus and the National Peace Commission has been invited to that forum. 

4. The Institute for Economic and Peace has provided that Gateway for international discussion on terror. 

5. It is planned to find practical and sustainable solutions to anarchy and terrorism that plagues a country. 

6. Global Terrorism is topic of discussion and the Khoi San Embassy has been invited to attend that event. 

7. The Institute for Economics and Peace has provided all the variables that establish peace - and stability. 

South Africa spends billions on the SADF, SAPS and Metro Police but has failed to protect and defend economy! 

1. South Africa has become a failed African State and it has been destroyed by terrorist acts - and treason! 

2. The war on the economy was declared in 2020 with the Covid 19 plandemic and the military lockdowns. 

3. The war on the food security was declared in 2020 with all house arrests and closure of entire economy. 

4. South Africa has become a Humanitarian Crisis and has been reduced to Junk Status - and the Recession. 

5. The war on the farmers was also declared in 2012 with the Kill the Boer Campaign and the killings began. 

6. The war on the business community was declared in 2021 with the Free Zuma Campaign by the factions. 

7. South Africa has become a battlefield and warzone of political and tribal factions - and acts of terrorism! 

South Africa spends billions on a Human Rights Commission and Public Protector but failed to protect economy! 

1. The Institute for Economics and Peace is concerned about the high levels of anarchy and that terrorism! 

2. South Africa has a government that promotes politics of hatred - and does not protect minority groups. 

3. For 29 years the anarchy and corruption has plagued this country and there is no law and order in 2023. 

4. The Institute for Economics and Peace is concerned about these high levels of lawlessness and violence! 

5. South Africa has a government that promotes a culture of tribalism - and embraces communist ideology. 

6. For 29 years the plague of xenophobic nationalism and intolerance to others has been the cause of evil. 

7. The Institute for Economics and Peace is concerned about the lack of law and order and the rule of law! 

South Africa spends billions on a National Prosecuting Authority and Justice Department but fails to prosecute! 

1. South Africa has more than 75 865 churches and also an 80% Christian majority but there is persecution! 

2. Churches and homeless shelters have been closed or destroyed by the municipal authorities since 1994. 

3. Christians have fallen into that trap of liberal heresy and in the name of peace or love tolerated treason. 

4. South Africa has more than enough reasons to oppose Godless rulers but have complied with a tyranny! 

5. Churches and servant leaders have complied with that closure of the mainstream economy in Covid 19. 

6. Christians have allowed public servants to remove their freedom and tolerated the war on food security. 

7. South Africa has more than enough reasons to remove a pernicious parliament and corrupt government! 

South Africa spends billions on a Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority but fails to protect communities! 

1. The Institute for Economics and Peace calculated that more than R600 billion was spent in South Africa! 

2. It was spent in 2020 and 2021 on military and police services and yet they failed to protect an economy. 

3. The government did not mobilise the Metro Police or the SADF or SAPS during the Free Zuma Campaign. 

4. The Institute for Economics and Peace calculated the more than R600 billion was wasted in South Africa! 

5. It was spent in 2020 and 2021 on that military and police capability to arrest more than 400 000 citizens. 

6. The government did not protect and defend businesses and the economy during a Free Zuma Campaign. 

7. The Institute for Economics and Peace calculated more than R600 billion was misspent - in South Africa!  

South Africa spends billions on PSIRA and regulating the Security Industry - but failed to make this country safer! 

1. South Africa needs the National Peace Commission and the Khoi San Embassy in Durban to bring peace. 

2. It needs the SAKK to establish the Community Asset Protection Services and to take over PSIRA in 2023. 

3. It needs to establish the Militia and Congress of the People to protect the people and also the economy. 
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SOUTH AFRICA 2020 – THE DAWN OF TERROR – THE DAWN OF THE AGE OF LIBERAL TERROR – THE COVID 19! 

1. South Africa is living the New World Disorder - and that ANC Government embraced this Covid 19 plan! 

2. The entire parliament of 14 political parties and 400 seats endorsed this mandatory vaccine programme. 

3. In March of 2020 the Department of Cogta declared a National Medical Disaster and closed an economy. 

4. South Africa is living the World Economic Forum plan – and the ANC Parliament embraced a plandemic! 

5. The entire cabinet of 28 ministers - and Organs of State endorsed this experimental vaccine programme. 

6. In March of 2020 the 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises enforced those regulations. 

7. South Africa is living the United Nations Action Plan – and the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance embraced this! 

The ANC Political Party created this humanitarian crisis and economic disaster and there must be accountability! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance did not consult with all medical professionals or the health practitioners! 

2. They did not engage with those business chambers or captains of industry or mind leaders in commerce. 

3. More than 400 000 citizens were arrested for all of the Covid 19 crimes - created by the ANC parliament. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance did not consult with all of the People in the Preamble of the Constitution. 

5. They did not engage with religious or a traditional leadership and closed all businesses: and all churches. 

6. More than 75 865 churches: and all schools and institutions of education: and higher learning were shut. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance did not consult with the community leaders - and destroyed an economy! 

The ANC political party created this anarchy and terror and destruction - and there is going to be accountability! 

1. South Africa has 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises that have also been destroyed! 

2. Corruption and destruction have been the cause of this and the insatiable need for greed has done this. 

3. More than R3 trillion has been stolen in less than 10 years and public servants suffered no losses in pay. 

4. South Africa has more than 65 million people that were controlled by only 400 members of parliament! 

5. Anarchy and terrorism are the trademarks of this ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and began in April of 1994. 

6. More than 75 people are murdered every single day - and more than 153 women are raped - every day. 

7. South Africa has more than 60 000 farms close down because the food security has not been protected! 

The ANC political party created this denocide and genocide – and there is going to be accountability for the acts! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and all their World Economic Forum partners created this current terror! 

2. The money lords in London and warlords in Washington and drug lords in Big Pharma created this crisis. 

3. These public servants and politicians must be held accountability for crimes against humanity - in 2023. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and all their United Nations partners created all this terrorism and crisis! 

5. These terrorists and anarchists must be held accountability for human rights abuse in 29 years – in 2023. 

6. The members of parliament and cabinet have once again declared a National Disaster due to load shed. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and all of their New World Order alliance partners created this situation! 

The ANC political party created this sabotage and destruction – and there must be accountability for all actions! 

1. South Africa has a police services and military that only serves the ANC political party in these 29 years! 

2. The SAPS and SADF and the Metro Police in the 275 municipalities do not protect and serve the people. 

3. The Marikana Mine Massacre in August 2012 is evidence and the Kill the Boer Campaign is clear on this. 

4. South Africa has a private security industry that exceeds the numbers of personnel in this public sector! 

5. The Free Zuma Campaign in July of 2021 is evidence that only private sector security protected people. 

6. The SAPS and SADF and Metro Police in the 275 municipalities must implement all Batho Pele Principles. 

7. South Africa has a PSIRA – Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority – controlled by a government! 

The ANC political party has lost the moral authority and jurisdiction and a right to lead and manage this PSIRA! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance needs to be accountable for all of their acts and omissions and actions! 

2. The country is under attack and even water and health and food security are at risk under this control.  

3. The crime and corruption and anarchy and destruction are the real threat to the future of South Africa! 
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SOUTH AFRICA 2023 – THE CURRENT SITUATION – THE COUNTRY IS IN IMMINENT DANGER – IT IS TERRORISM! 

1. The ANC political party lied to the people and they deceived the country - and it committed this treason! 

2. The silence to this by the parliament and the SAPS and SADF is deafening and all terrorism has increased. 

3. There has been no outrage to the increased corruption and destruction of Eskom - and acts of sabotage. 

4. The ANC political party misled and betrayed the country by embracing this World Economic Forum plan! 

5. The silence to the killing of farmers - and innocent people during a Covid 19 plandemic is also deafening. 

6. There has been no righteous anger or anguish and righteous indignation - to all these acts of destruction. 

7. The ANC political party destroyed the justice system to provide immunity from prosecution in the court! 

South Africa needs patriotic people to expose the evil and oppose this treason and terrorism and bring JUSTICE! 

1. The Justice system is corrupt and compromised and centrally controlled - by this pernicious parliament! 

2. We have a Museum of Truth and a Library of Evidence from more than 29 years of meticulous research. 

3. The careful planning and patient preparation has exposed all the evil of communism and the corruption. 

4. The Justice system is controlled by this parliament and they have embraced this Communist Manifesto! 

5. We have a history of a Communist Congress of People that established the communist shadow controls. 

6. They put a communist shadow government in Luthuli House after the Codesa in 1991 and it is an SACP. 

7. The justice system is controlled by the SACP and Cosatu group of unions that promoted acts of treason! 

South Africa needs patriotic people to establish the security and the justice system that will bring JUDGEMENT! 

1. The ANC political party declared war on the farmers and food security and even the economy in 2020! 

2. It established the State Capture or Zondo Commission in 2018 - and a Jacob Zuma created this tribunal. 

3. It was Cyril Ramaphosa that created that 2019 Anti-Corruption Tribunal in 2019 - and it has also failed.  

4. The ANC political party declared war on the people and the poor and this business sector in Covid 19! 

5. It established another Anti-Corruption Advisory Council in 2022 - but has failed to prosecute the guilty. 

6. It was Thabo Mbeki who signed the 2000 SADC Protocol against Corruption but this has been ignored. 

7. The ANC political party declared a war on the country and trained their militia to destroy and plunder! 

South Africa needs patriotic people to establish the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice that will bring FREEDOM! 

1. South Africa needs peace and freedom from lawlessness and violence and anarchy and that terrorism! 

2. It needs capable and ethical leaders that have no tolerance to communism and this treason - in 2023. 

3. It needs courageous and moral leadership that has no tolerance to cadre deployment - and nepotism. 

4. South Africa needs a National Peace Commission and an army of peacemakers and peacekeepers in it! 

5. It needs a SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice that relies on aboriginal and Natural Law - for that Justice. 

6. It needs Bible-believing, freedom-loving, patriotic leadership that protects and defends and who serves. 

7. South Africa needs an army of righteous people - that have no tolerance to The 7 Pillars of Ignorance! 

South Africa needs an army of patriotic people to restore law and order and remove The 7 Deadly Sins in 2023! 

1. The ANC political party is a terrorist organisation that embraces the anarchy and terrorism in 29 years! 

2. The 7 Pillars of Ignorance include Marxist Ideology and Nepotism or cronyism and a cadre deployment. 

3. It embraces incompetence and employs only inept and corrupt cadres and comrades in public sectors. 

4. The ANC political party is a criminal cabal and can only mismanage and destroy what they also control! 

5. The 7 Pillars of Ignorance includes unaccountability and their arrogance has no boundaries - in 2023. 

6. It embraces The 7 Deadly Sins of pride, arrogance and ego and greed and gluttony - and that laziness. 

7. The ANC political party is gangster government and envies all others and uses violence to secure this! 

South Africa needs an army of patriotic people to restore the rule of law and restore that Justice - and PEACE! 

1. The Khoi San and First Nation People want Biblical Democracy to replace this Babylonian Democracy! 

2. The South African Cape Corps are such an army of peacemakers and peacekeepers for all the Nations. 

3. The Khoi San and Aboriginal People have the Authority: Jurisdiction: and the Right to bring that Peace! 
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SOUTH AFRICAN TRAGEDY – THE NEW WORLD ORDER – THE AFRICAN ODYSSEY – 1884 BERLIN CONFERENCE! 

1. Cecil John Rhodes was the architect of the New World Order in the period of 1820 to his death in 1902. 

2. He ensured that the British Crown had control of the mineral resources in South Africa and all of Africa. 

3. He was involved in the Berlin Conference of 1884 that dictated which countries would share the wealth. 

4. Cecil John Rhodes was the creator of the wars to ensure that the gold and diamonds were all controlled. 

5. He ensured the Boers would not industrialise the South African economy - and he started all those wars. 

6. He was involved in the supply of weapons to the Zulus and he created those tribal and Anglo-Boer Wars. 

7. Cecil John Rhodes was the architect of anarchy and terrorism and we have the Museum of Truth on this! 

The British used the Zulu Monarch and other African tribes to wage war and create division in Africa since 1820! 

1. King Mzilikazi of the Matabele Nation was driven out of Kwa Zulu Natal by the Zulu Nation in the 1830’s! 

2. Between 1827 and 1832 the Zulus attacked the Matabele people and they all moved north: to Rhodesia. 

3. Three military strongholds were all built by the Matabele Nation - and they included the area of Pretoria. 

4. King Mzilikazi built these strongholds in the Northern Free State in the West and Bechuanaland in 1832! 

5. Between the Limpopo, Vaal and Crocodile Rivers the area also included the Kalahari and all of Botswana. 

6. These areas included Rustenberg and North West Province and that Matabele Kingdom includes Caprivi. 

7. King Mzilikazi created the Matabele Kingdom and includes Zambia, Mozambique - and even in Namibia! 

The British military invaded South Africa in 1890 and the scramble for gold, diamonds and resources had begun! 

1. Cecil John Rhodes used John Robert Dunn in 1856 to act as a political spokesman to Zulu King Cetswayo! 

2. Between 1856 and 1879 the Zulus were used by the British to mine gold and diamonds - in this country. 

3. On the 11th of December 1878 King Cetswayo was also given The Ultimatum by the British - in Zululand. 

4. Cecil John Rhodes used John Robert Dunn in 1878 to give King Cetswayo and 13 Chiefdoms the warning!  

5. Between 1878 and 1879 King Cetswayo ignored this Ultimatum and decided to attack the British forces. 

6. The Battle of Isandhlawana was a Zulu victory but they were defeated at Ulundi and also Rourkes Drift.  

7. Cecil John Rhodes used John Robert Dunn in 1879 to give King Cetswayo and those Zulus that Zululand! 

The British Wolseley Settlement of 1879 gave King Cetswayo and 13 Chiefdoms only that Kingdom of Zululand!  

1. The British established the Berlin Conference in 1884 and also the London Conference in the same year! 

2. This was the Conference that determined which country would plunder this African continent - in 1884. 

3. Matabeleland is the Mthakwazi Kingdom that was established by King Mzilikazi in this country - in 1832. 

4. The British established these Kingdoms in South Africa and Rhodesia and created all that tribal conflict! 

5. This was the Conflict and tribal unrest that we see today and the Zulus have been used by to create this. 

6. Kwa Zulu-Natal is not the Kingdom of the Zulus but it has been used by the ANC to create that violence. 

7. The British established these tribal kingdoms in the entire sub-Saharan continent - and SADC countries! 

The British Crown established the Cape Colony in 1820 and there only interest is the control of all the resources! 

1. King Goodwill Zwellitini was a Constitutional Monarch created by the British to support the ANC regime! 

2. In 1994 the Ingonyama Trust Land was established by the ANC government and funded a Zulu Monarch. 

3. More than R1 billion a year is spent from Treasury to fund the Zulu Monarch - and the House of Leaders. 

4. King Goodwill Zwellitini created a House of more than 300 Traditional Leaders from only 13 Chiefdoms! 

5. In 1994 the ANC created a Department of COGTA - and Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs. 

6. More than R1 billion a year is spent from Treasury to fund more than 2 700 Izindunas and the headmen. 

7. King Goodwill Zwellitini created the support base for that ANC political party - that kept them in power! 

The British Crown established the Kingdom of Zulus in 1879 but expanded this to include all of Kwa Zulu-Natal! 

1. Cecil John Rhodes was the Architect of the New World Order in his term of Prime Minister of the Cape! 

2. He laid the foundation for the World Economic Forum to establish a Babylonian Democracy in this land. 

3. The Khoi San First Nation and minority groups have been ignored - and excluded from this Democracy! 
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SAVING THE SOUL OF THE NATION – THE ROLE OF THIS CAPE CORPS – COMMUNITY PROTECTION SERVICES! 

1. South Africa has been destroyed by the Communism, Cadre Deployment and that Corruption in 2023! 

2. It has been destroyed by Babylonian Democracy and the lawlessness and the tribal unrest and crimes. 

3. It has also been laid to waste by the insatiable need for greed and the lust for total power and control. 

4. South Africa has been destroyed by all the Treason, Terrorism and Anarchy since democracy - in 1994! 

5. It has been destroyed by Barbarian Democracy and also that violence we saw in Free Zuma Campaign. 

6. It has been laid to waste by the labour and civil unrest and the intolerance to all these minority groups. 

7. South Africa has been destroyed by the ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and their Marxist Ideology in 2023! 

South Africa needs Biblical Democracy and there are only Ten Biblical Principles for Peace - and that Freedom! 

1. The Role of the Cape Corps is clear and it is to protect and defend the community and their economy! 

2. The National Peace Commission has a clear purpose and it is to restore the law and order and Justice. 

3. The primary aim and objective is to protect and defend the food security and the national key points. 

4. The Role of the Cape Corps is clear and it is to protect and defend the families - and also this country! 

5. The National Peace Commission has a clear Assignment and it is to restore the rule of law and Justice. 

6. The primary aim and objective is to remove this terrorism - and anarchy - and restore peace in courts. 

7. The Role of the Cape Corps is clear and it is to protect and defend the Soul of the Nation in this season! 

South Africa needs Restorative and Corrective and Collaborative Justice to end all this lawlessness – 1 John 3:4! 

1. South Africa has been destroyed by a Congress of the People in 1991 that ignored 10 Biblical Principles! 

2. It has been destroyed by a pernicious parliament and corrupt cabinet - that ignored Biblical Commands. 

3. It has also been destroyed by their total failure to maintain that justice in those courts – Amos 5:15-24. 

4. South Africa has been destroyed by a Communist-inspired government that is all Godless - and corrupt! 

5. It has been destroyed by a government that has failed to obey those Biblical Commands – John 14:15.  

6. It has also been destroyed by their total failure to protect and defend the food security - and economy. 

7. South Africa has been destroyed by a Marxist-led regime that has declared a war on an entire country! 

South Africa needs a Justice System that prosecutes the guilty and protects the law-abiding citizen in our land! 

1. The Role of the Cape Corps is to ensure that this Army of God-fearing people also protects this country! 

2. This Citizens Army or Militia will be made up of trained citizens who have the right and duty to protect. 

3. They have the responsibility to bear arms to protect and defend their families and community in 2023. 

4. The Role of the Cape Corps is protect and defend their homes and property and nation – Numbers 1:2! 

5. The Citizens Army or Militia must provide the safeguard against treason, terrorism and all that tyranny. 

6. They have the moral imperative to bear arms against the real enemy – Judges 3:2 – and in Exodus 22:2. 

7. The Role of the Cape Corps is to provide an armed citizenry in a time of danger – Deuteronomy 20:1-4! 

South Africa needs a Citizens Army and Militia that also elects all their own commanders – Deuteronomy 20:9! 

1. South Africa has been destroyed by a government that failed to protect the people - and this economy! 

2. The Free Zuma Campaign in July of 2021 was all planned by politicians and terrorists - and it destroyed. 

3. It was only the citizens and the Private Security Companies that protected the property - and their lives. 

4. South Africa has been destroyed by the SAPS and SADF and Metro Police that failed to protect economy! 

5. The Free Zuma Campaign was the Turning Point and citizens used their own weapons – Numbers 32:20. 

6. It was the basic right of citizens to utilise their own weapons in these dangerous times – 1 Samuel 25:13. 

7. South Africa has been destroyed by this pagan attempt to disarm the citizens – Judges 5:8 – by the ANC! 

South Africa needs a Citizens Army and Militia to protect against excessive power - by ANC – 1 Samuel 13:19-22! 

1. The Role of the Cape Corps is to protect and defend and serve and ensure the SAPS and SADF also serve! 

2. They must be an oversight to government overreach and hold the public servants accountable - for acts. 

3. The Role of the Cape Corps is to protect communities and assets that belong to those People in our land! 
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OPPOSING THE TREASON AND TERRORISM – THE ROLE OF THE CAPE CORPS – RESTORING THAT JUSTICE! 

1. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that believes it is above the law and rule of law! 

2. It is a political party that wants radical economic transformation and expropriation of all properties. 

3. It wants National Democratic Revolution and believes it can even change The Constitution to do this. 

4. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that believes it has the jurisdiction and authority! 

5. It is a political party that is Godless and has stolen more than R3 trillion in less than 10 years in 2023. 

6. It wants expropriation of property without compensation for Africans in general and Zulus in particular. 

7. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that believes it has immunity from all prosecution! 

The ANC-led government has declared a State of Disaster in 2023 due to the load shedding and also Covid 19!  

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has ignored Civil Government is Under Almighty God – John 19:11; Romans 13. 

2. It has ignored Civil Government has Limited Jurisdiction – Matthew 22:21; 1 Peter 2:13-14; 1 Samuel 8. 

3. It has also ignored a Civil Government is to Uphold Biblical Law – Matthew 5:17-19; Matthew 20:1-15. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has ignored Civil Government must Uphold Sanctity of Life – as in Genesis 9:6! 

5. It has ignored Civil Government must uphold the Creation Mandate and right to Life – in Genesis 1:28. 

6. It has also ignored Civil Government must serve the Citizens – Matthew 20:25-28; and Luke 22: 25-26. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has ignored a Civil Government must appoint capable leaders – Exodus 18:21! 

The ANC-led government has declared war on the farmers, food security and the economy in March of 2020! 

1. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that has destroyed all this present justice system! 

2. The Judiciary and Courts are also corrupt and compromised and centrally controlled by Luthuli House. 

3. It has no moral compass and the present parliament has become unfit to govern South Africa in 2023.  

4. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that has no wisdom or logic and reason or remorse. 

5. The Justice System and prosecuting authority are also centrally controlled by the Office of a President. 

6. It has no conscience and there is no sign of common sense, apology or regret over acts and omissions. 

7. South Africa is led and managed by a political party that has destroyed and all justice has been denied! 

The ANC-led government has committed treason and terrorism and justice will no longer be delayed or denied! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has ignored the Bill of Rights - and committed crimes against humanity in 2023! 

2. It has created a humanitarian crisis and ignored the 2001 SADC Protocol against Corruption for 20 years. 

3. It has ignored Section 34 of the 1996 Constitution that provides for a Second Court - for Natural Justice. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has declared a war on the people and Natural Law applies to protect and defend! 

5. It has created Junk Status and an Economic Recession and destroyed the infrastructure and the services. 

6. It has ignored Section 39.2 and 29.3 of the 1996 Constitution that applies to all the People - for 29 years. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu has declared a National Disaster with Covid 19 in 2020 and once again - in 2023! 

The ANC-led government has committed medical tyranny - and justice can no longer be delayed or denied for it! 

1. South Africa is led and managed by political party that is a Communist alliance in Luthuli House in 2023!  

2. It is represented by a parliament of 400 and cabinet of 28 ministers that do not protect The Constitution. 

3. It has failed to protect and defend the family, community, the people, the economy; and even a country. 

4. South Africa is led and managed by political party that has the Communist BRIC Trade Partners - in 2023! 

5. It is represented in all 9 provinces and 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises in the land. 

6. It has failed to provide the Batho Pele – People First – Service Delivery Principles - and ignored all of this. 

7. South Africa is led and managed by political party that has The Communist Manifesto as guide - in 2023! 

The ANC-led government committed crimes against Almighty God – and Justice must not be denied – Exodus 28!  

1. The Role of the Cape Corps is to remove this Babylonian Democracy and that terrorism it has embraced! 

2. The Role of the Cape Corps is to restore the Peace and Freedom and a Godly Civil Government in 2023! 

3. The Role of the Cape Core is to protect and defend and restore a Biblical Democracy - and that JUSTICE! 
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SUMMARY – THE FINAL PROTOCOL – SAVING THE SOUL OF THE NATION – THE ROLE OF THE KHOI SAN SAKK! 

1. South Africa has a history of wars and tribal unrest - created by money lords and war lords since 1820! 

2. The Architect of these wars for gold and diamonds and the New World Order was a Cecil John Rhodes. 

3. He represented the British Crown and banksters in London or money lords who wanted these minerals. 

4. South Africa has a history of betrayal and deceit – created by politicians and war lords since that 1884! 

5. The Architect of these wars and scramble for African mineral reserves began at The Berlin Conference. 

6. He represented the Banking Interests of all those countries that became the United Nations after 1945. 

7. South Africa has a history of violence and lawlessness and Kwa Zulu Natal is the battlefield in this war! 

Babylonian Democracy is the name given to this madness and insatiable need for greed and the lust for power! 

1. South Africa is a Covenant Christian majority country and yet it has a Communist Shadow Government! 

2. The Architect of this is none other than Cecil John Rhodes and that World Economic Forum in this land. 

3. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliances are simply puppets and parasites and predators in all this WEF planning. 

4. South Africa is a geological freak of nature and it is blessed with noble metals and all minerals - in 2023! 

5. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliances are simply greedy people - that have not been the custodians of wealth. 

6. The Architect of this is none other than Klaus Schwab and the United Nations in this WEF plan - in 2023!  

7. South Africa is in imminent danger - and this radical economic transformation is a threat to this country! 

Barbarian Democracy is the name given to this tyranny and terrorism that threatens the future of this country! 

1. South Africa only has one opportunity to prevent this National Democratic Revolution - and terrorism! 

2. It only has one opportunity to prevent this Radical Economic Transformation - and road to destruction. 

3. It only has one single opportunity to prevent Expropriation of Property without Compensation in 2023. 

4. South Africa only has one opportunity to prevent this World Economic Forum plan – and total control! 

5. It only has one opportunity to prevent this New World Order and Fourth Industrial Revolution in 2023. 

6. It also only has one single opportunity to prevent this medical tyranny - and depopulation programme. 

7. South Africa only has one opportunity to prevent this Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 plan - of that WEF! 

Biblical Democracy is the name given to this opportunity to save the Soul of the Nation in our country in 2023! 

1. South Africa only has one single nation of people that can bring this Peace and Freedom to this country! 

2. The Khoi San and First Nation People have been marginalised and excluded from mainstream economy. 

3. They have all been polarised from the parliament and current affairs to that point of political paralysis. 

4. South Africa only has one single nation of people that can bring Protection and Defence to this country! 

5. The Khoi San and First Nation People have been polarised to a point of economic paralysis - since 1781. 

6. They had established the Cape Corps in 1781 under Boer and Dutch Government as a military Regiment. 

7. South Africa only has one single Congress of People that can bring a Biblical Democracy to this country! 

Biblical Democracy is that name given to this opportunity to bring a Godly Civil Government - into this country! 

1. South Africa has only one single nation that has the Cultural Heritage and Authority to implement this! 

2. It only has one nation that has realised the importance of a Biblical Blueprint and 10 Biblical Principles. 

3. It also has only one nation that has now carried The Cross of Jesus Christ - from Cape Town to Namibia. 

4. South Africa has only one single nation that has the understanding of the need for a new Democracy! 

5. It only has one nation that understands the importance of the National Peace Commission in this land. 

6. It also has only one nation that has now established the Khoi San Embassy in Durban - and nationally! 

7. South Africa has only one single nation that understands all that need - for a new Congress of People! 

Biblical Democracy is that name given to this opportunity to bring a Conference for Democracy into this land! 

1. South Africa has a Babylonian Democracy introduced by that ANC political Party in our land - in 1991! 

2. South Africa has a Communist Government established in Luthuli House after that 1992 Referendum. 

3. South Africa has a Corrupt and Criminal Parliament established in South Africa after the 1993 Codesa! 
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CONCLUSION – THE FINAL PROTOCOL – A BIBLICAL DEMOCRACY – REMOVAL OF A GODLESS GOVERNMENT! 

1. The Khoi San Nations of People has a long history of peacekeeping and are also those real Peacemakers. 

2. They are a nation of people that have the Authority to be the custodians of the Natural Capital in 2023. 

3. They are a diverse nation of people that can also protect and defend all the water, soil, fauna and flora. 

4. The Khoi San Nations of People has a long history of persecution - and yet have remained Peacemakers. 

5. They are a nation of people that have the only Jurisdiction to the Cultural Heritage - since before 1487. 

6. They are a diverse nation of people that can also protect and defend the Spiritual wellbeing in our land. 

7. The Khoi San Nations of People have a long history of suffering and of social exclusion as Peacemakers. 

South Africa needs Peace and Freedom from all wars, lawlessness and violence and a threat of COMMUNISM! 

1. The Khoi San Nations of People also established their South African Cape Corps in Cape Town - in 1781. 

2. This was long before the discovery of gold and diamonds and those wars created by Cecil John Rhodes. 

3. It was also long before the Berlin Conference of 1884 and establishment of the United Nations in 1945. 

4. The Khoi San Nations of People also established their first South African Khoi San Embassy - in Durban. 

5. This was long before the Covid 19 Plandemic of 2020 and also the Free Zuma Campaign of July in 2021. 

6. It was also long before the Davos Conference of 2022 and the establishment of the WEF - in Germany. 

7. The Khoi San Nations of People also established their first National Peace Commission - in March 2019. 

South Africa needs the National Peace Commission to bring economic certainty and end all of this TERRORISM! 

1. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the foundation for the new Congress of People in 2019. 

2. It laid the framework and foundation for a new Codesa and a Conference for Democracy in July of 2022. 

3. It also provided the Special Purpose Vehicle to restore Justice and the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice. 

4. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the Community Asset Protection Services - in this 2023. 

5. It also established the South African Cape Corps to protect and defend their community after July 2021. 

6. It laid the framework and foundation for Biblical Democracy and replacement of Babylonian Democracy. 

7. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the National Action Plan to restore Peace and Freedom. 

South Africa needs the Khoi San Nations of People to unite the Nations of South African to end all CORRUPTION! 

1. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the Aboriginal and Natural Laws to hold ANC to account. 

2. The SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice relies on Biblical and Divine Laws - and not Admiralty or Maritime. 

3. There is no immunity from prosecution for crimes against humanity - and corruption is an act of treason. 

4. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice to end all violence. 

5. The SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice is a response to the Declaration of War on the people by the ANC. 

6. There is no immunity from prosecution for medical tyranny and mandatory vaccines - or military actions. 

7. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the South African Cape Corps - to bring all that JUSTICE! 

South Africa needs the Khoi San Nations of People to rise up a real Army of Almighty God - to end all TYRANNY! 

1. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the same Battle Plan as the ANC used in Codesa in 1991. 

2. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and 18 political parties demanded a Conference for Democracy - in 1990. 

3. It claimed that 18 political parties and that Congress of the People were the Voice of the People in 1992. 

4. The Khoi San Nations of People also established the same Battle Plan as the ANC used in a Referendum! 

5. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and South African Council of Churches established a Democracy - in 1994. 

6. It claimed that 18 political parties and the Congress of the People were the interim Parliament in a 1993. 

7. The Khoi San Nations of People also established that same Battle Plan as the ANC used for a Democracy! 

South Africa needs the Khoi San Nations of People to rise up a real Congress of People to end this DEMOCRACY! 

1. South Africa needs the Khoi San Nations of People to remove this entire Parliament - and Communism! 

2. It needs the Khoi San Nations of People to lead this Final Protocol - to remove ANC – and all Terrorism! 

3. South Africa needs the Khoi San Cape Corps Military Intervention – to remove SACP – and also Tyranny! 
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POINTS TO PONDER – THE MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT – THE FINAL PROTOCOL – THE CODESA OF 2023! 

1. South Africa has only one opportunity to restore Peace and Freedom from Communist Corrupt Rule! 

2. It only has one single opportunity to break away from this Babylonian Democracy - and this terrorism. 

3. It also only has one single opportunity to restore justice and law and order and the rule of law in 2023. 

4. South Africa has more than 28 different nations and 13 cultural groups of different ethnic backgrounds. 

5. It only has one single opportunity to do what is commanded to restore that justice - and the freedoms.  

6. It also has only one single opportunity to remove a pernicious parliament and a corrupt cabinet in 2023. 

7. South Africa has more than 4 race groups and a diversity of different traditional leadership in our land! 

The Khoi San Royal House and the South African Cape Corps of 1781 need to agree on the way forward in 2023! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and Babylonian Democracy has only brought suffering - and lawlessness! 

2. The United Nations and World Economic Forum has only brought poverty and increased poverty in 2023. 

3. It doesn’t really matter who created this current situation and humanitarian crisis - in our troubled land. 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and Barbarian Democracy has only brought wars and all poverty in 2023. 

5. The parliament and cabinet in the government has created the situation and this cannot be denied at all. 

6. It doesn’t really matter who created this Junk Status and an Economic Recession - in our hurting country. 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and African National Congress Democracy brought that violence in 2023! 

The Khoi San Royal House and the South African Cape Corps of 1781 need to agree on process to restore peace! 

1. South Africa needs hope, help and healing in a hurting and troubled land - after these 29 years of SACP! 

2. The Church and more than 75 865 most certainly do not have the Biblical Blueprint - or any Action Plan. 

3. The Business Chambers and Captains of Industry most certainly do not have an Economic Solution to it. 

4. South Africa needs capable and ethical leadership to take us out of Junk Status and Economic Recession. 

5. The Traditional and religious leadership most certainly do not have a National Action Plan to achieve it. 

6. The Church and servant leaders in South Africa do not have the 10 Biblical Principles for a Government. 

7. South Africa needs Meritocracy and the best leadership and Pragmatism or the best strategy for change! 

The Khoi San Royal House and the South African Cape Corps of 1781 all need to agree on the process for change! 

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and The 7 Pillars of Ignorance has created this present situation in 2023! 

2. These Organs of State and the public servants and The 7 Deadly Sins have created a humanitarian crisis. 

3. This cannot be opposed, disputed, denied or ignored by leadership in South Africa in this season of evil! 

4. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and The Communist Manifesto has created entire evil situation in 2023!  

5. These 275 Municipalities and 701 State-managed enterprises have been under the Communist controls. 

6. This cannot be denied or ignored and The Communist Hammer has fallen on this entire country in 2023! 

7. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliance and the public servants need to be accountable with Hammer of Justice! 

The Khoi San Royal House and the South African Cape Corps of 1781 all need to agree on this process for Justice! 

1. South Africa needs to remove the Communist Hammer and destroy it all with a Hammer of Judgement! 

2. We have the Museum of Truth and the Library of Evidence that proves that we are in imminent danger. 

3. We also have all the evidence that Cecil John Rhodes was the architect of the New World Order in 1884. 

4. South Africa needs to remove this current threat that began with The Berlin Conference - and this WEF. 

5. We have the Museum of Truth and the Library of Evidence that proves that we all need a new CODESA. 

6. We also have all the evidence that Klaus Schwab was the architect of a World Economic Forum in 1970. 

7. South Africa needs to remove a current parliament and replace it with Godly Civil Government in 2023! 

The Khoi San Royal House and the South Africa Cape Corps of 1781 all need to agree on this new Codesa in 2023!  

1. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliances are puppets to the architects of a World Economic Forum plan in 2023. 

2. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliances are predators and parasites that want Expropriation without Payment. 

3. The ANC/SACP/Cosatu alliances are parliament public servants - that are selling off our mineral wealth! 
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POINTS TO PONDER – THE 1884 BERLIN CONFERENCE – THE LOSS OF MINERAL WEALTH – THIS IS TREASON! 

1. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the only entity that can expose the fraud and deception - in 2023! 

2. The National Peace Commission is that Special Purpose Vehicle that was created to expose this fraud. 

3. More than 30 years of meticulous research has provided the Akashic Records that exposes deception. 

4. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the only military force that can expose the Truth - about this evil! 

5. The Congress of the People is that Special Purpose Vehicle that was created to expose all this treason. 

6. More than 30 years of patient preparation and careful planning has provided the solution to our land. 

7. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the only security entity that can restore these mineral rights to us! 

South Africa is a Sovereign Republic and it is a Covenant Christian majority country that has also been betrayed! 

1. South Africa was betrayed by the politicians in 1970 - and they embraced that World Economic Forum! 

2. The previous government embraced their New World Order depopulation programme – Agenda 2030. 

3. More than 20 years of deception and betrayal led to the Conference for Democracy - Codesa – in 1990. 

4. South Africa was misled by the politicians in 1990 – and they all embraced this Babylonian Democracy! 

5. The previous government and the African National Congress deceived the country - about this Codesa. 

6. More than 20 years of unrest and border wars led to that Conference for Democracy and Referendum. 

7. South Africa was deceived about communism - and those politicians claimed it died at The Berlin Wall! 

South Africa is a Communist-led Corporation in 2023 and the mineral wealth has also been stolen by politicians! 

1. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect platform to provide those Akashic Records of the fraud! 

2. The Community Asset Protection Services was created to mobilise the Khoi San - and expose the Truth. 

3. The Khoi San Embassy was also established in Durban in 2022 - to provide the diplomatic ambassadors. 

4. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect security to protect those Akashic Records - and people! 

5. The Community Asset Protection Services was created to mobilise the people – and form the Congress. 

6. The Khoi San Embassy was also established in Durban in 2022 – to provide the SADC tribunal for Justice. 

7. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect military force to protect the process to the new Codesa! 

South Africa is a Compendium of National and Universal events that have all been created by greedy politicians! 

1. South Africa was betrayed by the politicians since 1994 – and this entire parliament is corrupt in 2023! 

2. Nelson Mandela introduced the Communist Shadow Government into Luthuli House - in April of 1994. 

3. He introduced the Abortion Bill and Affirmative Action - that destroyed all social and cultural cohesion. 

4. South Africa was betrayed by the politicians since 1999 – and Thabo Mbeki destroyed rural protection! 

5. He opened the borders and established more than 550 squatter camps in all KZN - and 900 in Gauteng. 

6. Jacob Zuma started the Kill the Boer Campaign and the war began on food security and those farmers. 

7. South Africa was betrayed by those politicians since 2018 – and Cyril Ramaphosa destroyed economy! 

South Africa is a Battlefield and War Zone and a war on humanity has been created by the corrupt politicians! 

1. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect platform to restore the law and order and the Justice! 

2. It is the only platform that can restore the mineral wealth of this country and protect those minerals. 

3. It is also the only entity that can expose The Berlin Conference of 1884 that plundered all the wealth. 

4. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect platform to restore aboriginal and natural law justice! 

5. It is also the only entity that can act as an oversight on the political overreach - and prosecute crimes. 

6. It is also the only platform that can expose The Free Zuma Campaign and all that Zondo Commission. 

7. The Khoi San Cape Corps of 1781 is the perfect platform to expose Covid 19 crimes against humanity! 

South Africa is a corrupt and lawless country and the entire parliament must be accountable for those crimes! 

1. South Africa was destroyed by greedy politicians who committed fraud and injury and harm to people! 

2. South Africa needs the SADC Tribunal for Natural Justice - and common and natural law must be used! 

3. South Africa was destroyed by inept and incompetent leadership and we need peace and the JUSTICE! 
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 FOOTNOTE – THE LETTER OF INTENT – THE DUTIES OF THE KHOI SAN CAPE CORPS – THE AGREEMENT – 2023. 

1. South Africa has reached a Tipping Point in 2023 and there is a desperate need for further intervention! 

2. The Information has been provided for the leadership to gain an improved understanding - of this crisis. 

3. The South African Cape Corps are the only military force that can bring peace and freedom to our land. 

4. South Africa has reached a Breaking Point in 2023 and there is a need for dispute resolution and peace! 

5. The Information has been provided for the leadership to discuss the way forward and the action to take. 

6. The South African Cape Corps are the only entity that can provide the essential support for this process. 

7. South Africa has reached a Turning Point after the Covid 19 Plandemic and all crimes against humanity! 

The Duties of the Khoi San Cape Corps are to resist and oppose the tyranny and treason - that has been created! 

1. South Africa has been reduced to Junk Status and Economic Recession in 2019 and it cannot be denied! 

2. It is a violent and lawless land and EFF and ANC alliance partners have created perpetual war - in 2023. 

3. There is a desperate need for critical thinking and strategic planning and the implementation of a plan. 

4. South Africa has been reduced to a humanitarian and economic crisis and we also need to address this! 

5. It is a corrupt and failed country and the ANC and an SACP parliament have declared this war – in 2023. 

6. There is a desperate need for resources and infrastructure to bring that peace and freedom to this land. 

7. South Africa has been reduced to a failed African State and there needs to be accountability for all this! 

The Duties of the Khoi San Cape Corps are to lead a National Peace Commission and bring that perpetual peace! 

1. South Africa has been reduced to National Disaster for the second time in only 3 years over that Eskom! 

2. The ANC political party and a parliament have invoked a Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002 - in 2023. 

3. This government claims - that an integrated and coordinated disaster management policy is all required. 

4. South Africa has been controlled by this parliament of only 400 during the Covid 19 vaccine programme! 

5. The ANC political party and this parliament also invoked a Disaster Management Act in March - of 2020. 

6. This government claims – that it can prevent or reduce the risk of disaster and even recover from these. 

7. South Africa has been abused by this parliament and all crimes against humanity have been committed! 

The Duties of the Khoi San Cape Corps are to lead National Peace Commission and hold them accountable for it! 

1. South Africa has been reduced to a national disaster by this ANC political party - and parliament of 400! 

2. The cabinet of only 28 ministers controlled more than 65 million people with this Disaster Management. 

3. They closed an entire economy and used military lockdowns and house arrest to abuse position of trust.  

4. South Africa has been reduced to a national disaster by this ANC political party – and their cabinet of 28! 

5. The cabinet of only 28 and parliament of only 400 controlled this country - with a Disaster Management. 

6. They destroyed an entire economy in these past 29 years and more so in the past 4 years since Covid 19. 

7. South Africa has been reduced to a national disaster by this ANC political party - and corrupt parliament! 

The Duties of the Khoi San Cape Corps are to lead National Peace Commission and bring them all to the JUSTICE! 

1. South Africa has been reduced to a destroyed economy and this load shedding - by an inept parliament! 

2. The country has been deindustrialised - and the mineral resources and coal has been plundered by ANC. 

3. The petrol and food prices have increased - and those noble metals and diamonds have also been stolen. 

4. South Africa has been reduced to a destroyed infrastructure - and State Capture and corruption is cause! 

5. The country has been plagued by this labour and civil and tribal unrest and the violence and lawlessness. 

6. The unemployment and crime have increased and 275 municipalities and 701 State-managed assets lost. 

7. South Africa has been reduced to a battlefield and war zone and a parliament has created this situation! 

The Duties of the Khoi San Cape Corps are to lead National Peace Commission - and bring them all to a CODESA!   

1. South Africa has been destroyed by a corrupt and inept parliament that was established by the Codesa! 

2. South Africa has been reduced to a national disaster by this parliament in only 29 years under the ANC! 

3. South Africa has been reduced to a Babylonian Democracy and Barbarian Society by that 1991 CODESA! 
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SPECIAL NOTE: This is the Intellectual property of the writer and National Peace Commission and may not be at 

all copied or used for any other purposes other than what this document implies - and to remove a Communist 

and corrupt parliament and a Godless Government that was established in 1991 - at Conference for Democracy. 

“He knows not how to rule a kingdom, that cannot manage a province; nor can he even wield a province, that 

cannot order a city; nor he order a city, that knows not how to regulate a village, nor he a village, that cannot 

guide a family, nor can that man govern well a family that knows not how to govern himself, neither can any 

govern himself unless his reason be Lord, and his will and appetite also his vassals; nor can reason rule unless 

herself be ruled by Almighty God and wholly be obedient to Him.” – Hugo Grotius. This all sums up this regime! 


